
ABOUT THE FIRM

T
he law firm of Stutheit &
Gartland specializes in a) estate
planning and probate law, with

an emphasis on estate and trust
litigation; b) residential construction
and insurance law;  c) employee rights
law;  d) unemployment hearings and
appeals; e) slip and fall claims. 
The law firm’s regular clients include
roofers, plumbers, electricians and
engineers. We also represent several
employers for all unemployment
benefit matters.  Our emphasis is on
serving people more than companies.    

T
 he firm spun off in 1998 from a

large Denver law firm where 
Brian Stutheit and Pat Gartland

had been employed doing insurance
defense, construction and estate and
trust work for many years.
We understand and appreciate the
value of thorough investigations and
timely and pertinent reporting to
clients so that they may make crucial
case decisions.

ABOUT US

B
rian K. Stutheit is a Colorado
native.  He has represented
Commercial Life, Graebel

Companies, Guidant Insurance
Company, Hudson Insurance,
Lloyd’s syndicates, State Farm
Insurance Company, and others. 

Mr. Stutheit has received the rating
of “AV” from fellow attorneys and
judges, which is the highest rating
possible in  the Martindale-Hubbell
nationwide lawyer directory.
Mr. Stutheit is a member of the
Colorado and Jefferson County Bar   
Associations. He also participates in
the Elder Law and Construction Law
sections of the Colorado Bar.              
    

   Patrick Gartland now consults with
the firm, but does not practice full-
time.  Mr. Gartland has two
advanced degrees, in law and
engineering.         

.



   RECENT CASES          

The firm is representing a
homeowner sued for selling a
house with defects.

We recently concluded a
complete and successful defense
of an engineer and surveyor who
were sued for negligence by the
builder/developer. 

We are managing mechanics lien
matters for roofers, plumbers,
homeowners and remodeling
contractors.

In late 2015 we beat the
Colorado Department of Labor
in an unemployment tax case
decided by the Colorado Court
of Appeals.  

We just settled a claim we
brought on behalf of an Asian
doctor for racial and ethnic
discrimination. 
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8119 Shaffer Parkway  
Unit A101    
Littleton, Colorado 80127
ph:  303/321-3017  
web:
stutheitandgartland.com


